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The support of the Ministry
of Agriculture with grants for
farmers has not produced
the desired result. Some of
those who received assistance
abused public money by closing
their farms, by deceiving the
ministry or by not implementing
the project entirely. There are
farmers who have no place to
keep their cows and they are
forced to sell them. There is a
lot of injustice in the process of
grant allocation. In 2015, half
of the applicants were refused,
and their projects were not
reviewed at all
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These are the conditions
in one of four stalls of
Ymer Krasniqi, where he
keeps his calves. After
approving the project
for the construction of
the stall, the Ministry of
Agriculture refused it
leaving the construction
unfinished.

ith around 226 million
euros invested in the field
of agriculture, in the last
five years the government
did not manage to achieve
its objectives related to the
reduction of unemployment
and the tangible economic growth. The
investments in this field were made with no
proper feasibility study and the money often
went in wrong places. The agriculture sector in
Kosovo does not fulfill the needs of its citizens
with almost no agricultural produce. In some
reports made by the Ministry of Agriculture
related to some particular crops, it is apparent
that despite the investments made during many
years, Kosovo still imports many agricultural
and farm produce. Only potatoes and plums
satisfy almost 100 percent of the market
demand in Kosovo. In other cases, based on
the abovementioned reports as well as those
from Kosovo Customs, there is a reduction of
import in 2012 and 2013, while in 2014 - 2015
there is an increase of import in many articles
such as meat, milk, dairy products, fruits and
vegetables. There is a progressive reduction of
import of wheat, while the import of flour is
progressively increasing.
During the visits of Preportr team, the
farmers complained that they are facing
difficult conditions and they had no benefit
from the Ministry of Agriculture because in
most cases they were asked for bribe or to
become militants of the party which runs the
Ministry of Agriculture.
During its investigation, Preportr found
modern stalls funded by the Ministry of
Agriculture which were left empty. In those
cases, the farmers either sold their livestock
or just build the stall and never kept livestock.
On the other hand, a considerable number of

farmers have no place to keep their livestock.
They are forced to keep it in improvised stalls,
and in very poor conditions. The farmers
applied for grants but their projects were
turned down by the Ministry of Agriculture
giving various justifications, while saying that
no one every paid them a visit to see the real
situation. Some of them have already sold their
livestock, while others say that if they don’t
receive assistance they will be forced to sell
it as well.
The refusal by the Ministry of Agriculture
implied costs for the farmers because they had
to pay for the preparation of projects, since
they have no proper skills to do such a thing.
The preparation of a project eligible to apply
for a grant cost them between 500 and 1000
euros, and there are farmers that submitted up
to five project in the course of several years and
never won a grant.
The majority of farmers are unjustly turned
down without reviewing their projects because
they failed to submit a certain document. Only
in 2015 as much as 2100 farmers applied for
a grant, and half of them were turned down
due to lack of documentation. According to the
guidelines for application, the officials of the
Agency for Agricultural Development (AZHB)
are obliged to not accept the application
documents if they are not complete and
they should inform the applicants about the
additional documents they should submit in
order for their application to be complete.
Farmers complain about additional criteria
set forth by Administrative Instructions of the
Ministry of Agriculture, for which they are not
informed on time. They consider these criteria
unjust and with the only aim to find excuses
to turn down their applications. There are
farmers with 30 to 40 years of experience in
agriculture which are turned down as a result

of failure to demonstrate their experience.
There are farmers who had very good projects
and the reason for the refusal was that the
Ministry of Agriculture had no funds to
support those projects. On the other hand,
there are farmers who won two grants per year
and there are also farmers who won grants in
two consequent years. Preportr looked into all
grants allocated by the Ministry of Agriculture
for the 2010-2015 period and found that two
people got two grants per year each, one in
2013 and another in 2014, while 54 people
won two grants within three years.
The Auditor General also found that the
Ministry of Agriculture “subsidized two
NGOs, even though though those projects were
not related to the production and processing
of domestic agricultural and food produce.
These NGOs submitted projects related to
administration and finances.”
The abuse with grants is also confirmed
by the Ministry of Agriculture. This ministry
initiated criminal charges against some farmers.

T he Ministry:
Municipalities
favored by the
ministry
The Ministry of Agriculture did not make
public the list of grant beneficiaries. The list of
recipients of tractors and other agricultural
equipment is not public. Preportr got this list
from its sources attached it to the request for
access to public documents and, after insisting,
the Ministry sent the list of recipients of tractors only for 2013.

This list of tractors for which a lot of money
was allocated shows that the public money
though grants was distributed in Drenica region which is considered as a stronghold of
Democratic Party of Kosovo (PDK). Out of
39 beneficiaries from the list of recipients of
tractors and other equipment for 2013, 10
are from Drenica (Skenderaj and Drenas).
Rahovec, which has a potential for a substantial agricultural development, counts only one
beneficiary, as is the case with Suhareka. Peja
which also known as a region with developed
agriculture has only one recipient of tractors
and other equipment.
According to the data of the ministry, the
allocation of grants was not fair for all municipalities. Among small municipalities, Skenderaj and Drenas benefited the most. These two
municipalities benefited even more than the big
municipalities such as Mitrovica, Peja, Ferizaj,
Gjilan and Gjakova. The following table shows
data for all municipalities.
Apart from the list of recipients of tractors,
the Ministry also did not make public the
collection points such as “ASK Foods”, “Kelmendi GmbH” and “Elkos” which in 2014
got about 3 million euros from the Ministry.
The owner of one of those points, respectively
“Elkos”, is Ramiz Kelmendi, the MP of PDK.
Also, many farmers have declared that they
won grants from the Ministry of Agriculture
to build stalls and also received tractors and
other equipment, but they are not on the lists
made public by the Ministry of Agriculture.
In relation to all these findings, Preportr
asked to conduct an interview with the minister of agriculture, Mr. Memli Krasniqi, and
with the head of AZHB, Elhami Hajdari. The
first request was made in April 18, 2016 and
even after a month and a half of waiting they
have not been keen to respond to this request.
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DISTRIBUTION
OF TRACTORS AND
AGRICULTURAL
EQUIPMENT
IN 2013

DRENAS

SKËNDERAJ

4

6

TOTAL NUMBER OF GRANTS IN 2013, 2014 AND 2015
Deçan

25 Istog

67 Mamusha

39 Ranilluga

1

Dragash

15 Junik

12 Mitrovica

57 Shterpce

2

Drenas

61 Kamenica

27 Novobërda

10 Shtime

23

Ferizaj
Fushë
Kosova
Gjakova

53 Klina

17 Obiliq

11 Skenderaj

104

11 Kaçanik

15 Peja

47 Suhareka

63

45 Kllokot

2

Podujeva

61 Viti

28

Gjilan

35 Leposaviq

2

Prishtina

123 Vushtrri

41

Graçanica

2

Lipjan

33 Prizren

56

Hani i Elezit

1

Malisheva

28 Rahovec

132

T he Ministry:
Bribe as mediation
to win grants
Agriculture, which is perceived by the
government as a sector which generates employment and economic growth, was not
supported by any strategy or plan when the
government, donors and municipalities invested over 226 million euros. In spite of this
big investment, Kosovo did not make any
tangible progress in the field of agriculture.
In many cases the abuses are evident. In
its fieldwork Preportr found several farmers
who received assistance from the Ministry
of Agriculture, and other who received no
support whatsoever. In some cases, farmers
who received assistance from the Ministry
suspended their activity, closed down their
farms without providing any accountability.
A stall built in the Municipality of Suhareka has been left empty. Its owner who did not
want to identify himself said that he had built

this stall partly with own money and partly
with the help of the Ministry of Agriculture.
The total investment in this modern stall was
around 400,000 euros, according to the owner. It is very spacious, with optimal conditions
to keep hundreds of dairy cows and calves.
Attached to this space is a special room for
milking, with a capacity to milk up to eight
cows at a time and the milk is directly stored
in a special reservoir. This stall has already
been closed down and its owner has sold over
80 dairy cows.
“You cannot do business here; I have invested a lot, see what stall I’ve built, and I had
to close it down. The contracting company
often changed the prices, what can you do
with 25-26 cents per liter of milk; that is
even cheaper than a liter of water. There is no
place in the world where you sign a contract
with a company and, because of snow or due
to other circumstances, they refuse to come
and pick up the milk, so I often had to throw
the milk or give it to my neighbors”, he said.
Some farmers say they were asked money in different ways as a condition to win

the grant. They were afraid to disclose their
identity due to potential vengeance of the
Ministry of Agriculture.
“I won several grants, and for each one of
them I had to bribe people, because it is impossible to win a grant without bribing someone. I also bribed people at the municipality
to get subsidies, and I also know farmers who
bribed other people, but no one dares to talk
about this because then it would be impossible to win another grant. When I applied to
get a tractor, I was called by this guy who sells
tractors to let me know that the tractors had
arrived. This happened before I even know
that I had won the subsidy. How did he know
that I was the winner? I understood this as
a message that I should by the tractor from
this guy’s company and that is precisely what
I did. I bought the tractor in Fushë Kosova”,
this farmer describes in detail how the grant
allocation works.
Another farmer from Topillë in the Municipality of Shtime won a grant from the
ministry to build a grant to raise calves, in the
amount of 27, 000 euros. Preportr visited this

stall several times. It fulfills all conditions to
keep calves, and it was built in a mountainous village of this municipality, but no calf
could be found inside. Among the criteria for
these stalls set forth by the ministry is that the
stalls should be active for three years, while
this stall was built by the end of last year. The
owner of this stall, Musli Haziri, tries to justify the lack of calves and the many expenses
he had to undertake in order to participate
for its construction.
“I have sold seven calves in December, and
now little by little I will sell seven more, and
I have seven left here in this stall in Shtime,
while I have none in Topillë. In summer, I
take them in Topillë, and I also keep them
there during winter, but last year I had lots
of expenses and I had to sell them”, he said.
Haziri says he is aware of the obligation to
have more than 20 calves in the recently built
stall, but he says he will reach this number
in the future.
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RAHOVEC

1

SUHAREKA

1

5

PEJA

1

This stall had more than 80 dairy
cows. The owner says that,
together with other equipment,
he invested about 400,000 euros.
The construction of this stall was
financially supported also by the
Ministry of Agriculture. The stall is
now closed down.

Improvised stalls
While the two stalls of the abovementioned farmers are left empty, many farmers
don’t have even elementary conditions to keep
cows or calves. They have improvised some old
buildings and turned them into stalls, while
other improvised stalls with nylons.
One of these farmers is Gazmend Krasniqi
from Qallapek of the Municipality of Peja.
The stall where Gazmend keeps his cows is
very tiny and therefore he had built two additional improvised stalls where he could keep
the remaining calves. The conditions in these
stalls are very unfavorable to keep cows both
during summer and during winter. Gazmend
Krasniqi says that he cannot keep cows in these
conditions and he will be forced to sell them.
He does not have a special room for milking
or the respective equipment and therefore he
cannot sell the milk since it resulted unclean.
Las year he was refused a project to build
a stall because he did not have the document
demonstrating urban permission to build a
stall and a copy of the plan. Its project was not

even reviewed by the Ministry of Agriculture.
He said he was not asked for these document,
and when he submitted the documents the officials did not inform him that documents were
missing. Gazmend applied several times for a
grant but he never won, and for the completion
of these project he had to spend as much as
2,700 euros.
I have applied for a grant to build a stall for
four years in a row but I never won; I have 20
dairy cows and 22 calves. I am a very zealous
worker, I try not to give up, but without a stall everything becomes very difficult. I don’t know how
to stand the current conditions. During winter, the
water freezes, I have to bring water in buckets,
I have no other but to sell them”, said Krasniqi.
Another farmer who faces difficult conditions is Imer Krasniqi from Baran, Municipality
of Peja. He tried to find a temporary solution
due to lack of a bigger stall. Krasniqi adapted
four small stalls in order to make space for all
cows, but the conditions here are very poor.
He says he really needs a bigger stall, and if the
conditions were better he would increase the
number of dairy cows. If conditions stay like

this he will be forced to sell the cows and the
calves, since he will not be able to keep them.
These difficult conditions were also noted by
the commissions of the Ministry of Agriculture,
since Imer Krasniqi was one of the winners of a
grant to build a stall. On October 10, 2012 he
got a written confirmation from the Ministry
of Agriculture informing him of the approval
of his project in the amount of 25,000 euros.
“According to administrative control, assessment criteria and the field control conducted by the commission, your project meets the
criteria set forth in the call for application to
initiate the investment foreseen in the project”,
states among other things the document of the
Ministry of Agriculture. But on January 23,
01, 2013, the Ministry of Agriculture made
a decision to refuse the financial assistance,
claiming that the application did not finish the
works on time, i.e. within 30 days.
Imer says he had to wait for several weeks
in order to get the urban permission and the
permission to transform agriculture land into
construction land due to lots of procedures
and failure of the commission to make the re-

spective urban assessment of the building. Imer
had started to build the stall, finished the walls
and posts, but he had to suspend the works because it snowed and although the commission
of the Ministry of Agriculture saw this, they
concluded that the work was not finished on
time. He made several request to postpone the
deadline, but that was not taken into consideration and the stall was not completed.
“I won a project but due to very short time
foreseen to complete the works I could not finish
the construction. The deadline was only 30 days.
When I made a request to postpone the deadline
I was told that I have to pay 25,000 euros and
submit the receipt and this is what I did, but
since then no decision has been made”, he says.
Despite the fact that the ministry did not
give the money for the construction of this stall
which is now incomplete, Krasniqi did not give
up applying for grants in this Ministry.
“In 2015 I applied once again for a stall, but
I was told I did not have the urban permit. I
actually had this permit since 2012, and I submitted this permit issued by the municipality,
but to no avail”, he said .
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Nexhmi Hyseni
from the
Municipality of
Podujeva keeps
some of his calves
in this improvised
stall.

 anipulations
M
with criteria and
documents
In the mountainous Tërllabuq village of
the Municipality of Vushtrria, where almost
all residents left and moved to different towns,
Aliu family is engaged with farming and agriculture. Thanks to their great zeal and with no
state support they managed to have 26 cows
and calves, 80 beehives, chicken, turkeys, fields
of wheat and other agricultural produce.
Burim Aliu, a young farmer from this village, does not have an adequate stall. However,
he built three small stalls where he currently
keeps cows and calves. The space in these improvised stalls is so small that it is hard to even
feed the cows, let alone to milk them.
He says he cannot increase the number of
cows due to lack of a bigger stall.
“If I was to win a grant I would definitely
increase the number of dairy cows and calves;
I have had that aim since the time I finished
the professional farming school, where I got a
lot of training in this field”, he says.
His project was refused since he failed to
submit the urban permit, which, according to
him, was not one of the required documents
when the call for application was launched.
“During the administrative control of the
application documents of Burim Aliu it was

found that the applicant failed to pass the eligibility criteria set forth in the Administrative
Instruction and in the Guidelines for Application. The application lacks the following documents: Urban permit from the municipality
demonstrating that, in case of winning the
grant, the beneficiary will get the construction permit. The applicant did not submit the
urban permit. Therefore, taking this into account AZHB decides to turn down the project”, stands in the document of the Ministry of
Agriculture. Aliu says that such document was
not required of him when he submitted the application, and he was told that all documents
were in order. He can prove this providing the
official document issued by the office of AZHB
in Mitrovica.
Dukagjin Balaj from Llugaxhi of the Municipality of Peja is another farmer he applied
twice for the construction of a stall, but he
never got the grant. The first application was
refused due to lack of funds, while the second
one was turned down due to lack of a construction plan. Balaj had this document the
day he applied, but the official who received
the application told him this document was
not needed at this stage, but only once he wins
the grant.
Before applying Balaj had 17 cows, and he
already sold some of them due to poor conditions.

In 2015 I applied once again for a stall, but I was told I did not have
the urban permit. I actually had this permit since 2012, and I submitted
this permit issued by the municipality, but to no avail”.
IMER KRASNIQI, FARMER

 farmer with 40
The
years of experience
in farming was
I told them this is no way
turned down due to
lack of experience!! to do the work, demolish an
existing structure, and then they
introduced refurbishment in their
program, but again I was not
given the grant”

Shaip Statovci is around his seventies, but this
does not stop him from cultivating apples and
other fruits in his backyard. He says that according to the literature he read recently it is best to
spray the fruit trees at the end of the autumn,
and not as we are used to do, once they blossom.
“Those of us who claim to be engaged in
agriculture should read at all times, since the science is developing very fast”, says Statovci. He
gives advice to other farmers who ask him how
they should act in a certain situation. He doesn’t
mind doing this. Despite the vast knowledge in
the field of agriculture in general, he was once
turned down because “he failed to demonstrate
the three-year experience in the field of agriculture, and he did not finish secondary school”.
This passionate farmer in the field of agriculture did not receive assistance from the Ministry of Agriculture. The stall on the corner of his
backyard was damaged during the war. Since
then, its roof was never recovered from damage,
though the walls did not fall apart. Despite the
lack of a proper stall until recently he kept 40
dairy cows in a stall made of nylon.
On March 24 2013 he won a grant to build
a stall, but when he was about to start the construction everything failed. Statovci insisted to
make the investment in the existing stall in order
not to incur much expenses, but the condition
of the Ministry of Agriculture was to build a
stall from scratch, and Statovci refused to do
this. He says there was no need to build the stall
from scratch. Instead, the existing one could be
refurbished in order not to spend a lot of public
money.
“I told them this is no way to do the work,
demolish an existing structure, and then they
introduced refurbishment in their program, but

SHAIP STATOVCI, FARMER

again I was not given the grant, and I think that
the reason for this was that I talked about this
in the media”, he says.
Preportr also visited the farmers in the Municipality of Vitia. They complained that only
few farmers of this municipality received assistance from the Ministry of Agriculture.
An example of the development of agriculture with some state support is the case of Drita
Kabashi from Sallagrazhë, Municipality of Suhareka. He received assistance from the Ministry
of Agriculture to build a stall and she said this
assistance helped her a lot. Kabashi said that
before getting the grant she kept the cows in
improvised stalls.
“Now everything is quite different; I keep the
cows in one place and everything is much easier
now”, she says.
Though not an easy task, the work of Drita
Kabashi has served as a motivation for other
women in the village. Despite the difficult conditions Ganimete Vata started working as a farmer
since her family had no other income. She loves
the work she is doing, but this investment consumes a lot of her energy, and she even said to
have had health problems. She has a stall which
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REFUSED APPLICATIONS DUE TO LACK OF INCOMPLETE DOCUMENTATION 2015

2119
950

Applicants:
Refused:

FARMERS IN THE
BLACK LIST OF RURAL
DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

2012

Mentor kryeziu -> Suhareka
Rudina

-> Prizren

Skënder Lushaku -> Podujeva

2013

is improvised with nylon. This stall is far from
meeting the basic conditions to keep the caws.
“Since they are aware of the difficult conditions
I am facing in this enterprise, I hope the Ministry
of Agriculture will support me”, she says.

T he Ministry: Half
of applicants were
refused without
reviewing their
projects
The increase of budget of the Ministry of
Agriculture has considerably raised the interest
of farmers to apply for grants. The Ministry
of Agriculture has very strict criteria when it
comes to grant allocation, where most budget
goes, but farmers are not very happy both with
the allocation and with the way these grants
are allocated. They also complain about frequent changes in the administrative instructions, by introducing new criteria, while farmers don’t get informed on time and, as a result,
their applications are turned down.
During this investigation, the Preportr team
found that the farmers were refused in different ways, but the most frequent cases were
of those farmers who were turned down because they lacked a document, which means
that their applications were not reviewed at all.
Preportr saw the list of farmers who applied for grants in 2015, and only in this year
there were 2119 applications, but surprisingly
enough 950 applications were turned down.
This, expressed in percentage, means that as
much as 44.8 percent of applications were
turned down. This refusal was justified with
the failure to provide all documents. So, due
to their mistakes the officials of the Ministry of
Agriculture caused all this trouble, and moreover, damaged them financially, since every
farmer has two pay between 500 and 1000

euros for a project development. Farmers say
there were cases when some were turned done
because they failed to submit the copy of their
IDs or other documents that can be submitted
within a day .
In the Application Guidelines which can be
found on the website of the (AZHB), in page
26, in the application procedures it says: in
case of lack of a mandatory document, the official of AZHB shall not accept the application.
“The applicant can complete all document
until the end of the call for application. In cases where copies of documents are required,
the originals shall be presented before the officials of the Payment Agency. The applicant
should write on the copy: “as in the original
document”, and should sign it”, says in the
guidelines.
These guidelines list all required documents
except for the urban permit, due to which most
applicants were turned down.
The farmers say that even when they had all
documents, the AZHB officials told them that
some of those were not necessary. Dukagjin
Balaj says that he had both the urban project
and the business plan the day he applied for
a grant to build a stall, but the AZHB official told him those were not needed. Balaj did
not win the grant due to the lack of this very
document.
“I gave this very document (urban project) to a friend of mine and he got the grant”,
says Balaj. Both he and other farmers are very
surprised with the fact that they have been
applying for years now and never got a grant.
They consider the time and money they spent
to this end.

T he Ministry:
The black list of
the ministry
Many farmers entered the black list of the
Ministry of Agriculture, while others are being

investigated. Some of them had their contracts
suspended since they did not manage to implement their projects.
Preportr got hold of a list with names of
five farmers that received tractors and other
equipment from the Ministry of Agriculture,
for which, in 2014 this ministry submitted a
request to initiate investigations at the Directorate for the Investigation of Economic Crime
of the Kosovo Police in 2014. The request was
submitted on the suspicion of fraud and unreasonable prices presented by these farmers.
The ministry informed this directorate,
which in turn organized a meeting with these
farmers with the aim to return the money they
received unjustly from AZHB. Kosovo Police
confirmed this case, and conducted the investigation. The case is now at the prosecutor’s
office.
The spokesperson of the Kosovo Prosecutorial Council, Ekrem Lutfiu, said that the prosecution initiated the investigations last year
related to eight cases of farmers who got grants
from this ministry for tractors and other equipment. The list of farmers penalized by this ministry includes Nexhmi Hyseni, Nasim Kastrati,
Imer Lushaj, Tushë Dakaj, Agim Nreci.
The ministry did not grant access to another list of penalized beneficiaries who failed to
implement their projects. The list includes Nijazi Zeneli from Deçan who benefited a greenhouse, Afrim Berisha from Podujeva who got
a project to raise calves, NGO “Dafina” from
Rahovec which got a grant for watering, Leonora Krasniqi from Alisha who got a project
for dairy cows, and “Holland Kass Sh.p. k” for
milk processing.
“The abovementioned cases are related to
the failure to implement the project during
monitoring. During a control it was found
that the beneficiaries did not conduct activities for which they received assistance from
AZHB-MBPZHR”, says in a written answer
given by the Ministry of Agriculture.
The cases of these and other lists – 19 in
total – were included in the black list . These
individuals, NGOs and companies cannot get
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Valmir Kameri

-> Ferizaj

Gjovan Bibaj

-> Gjakovë

Enver Osmanaj

-> Istog

Xhevdet Metaj

-> Istog

Agim Rexhepi

-> Podujeva

Leonora Krasniqi -> Malisheva

2014
Agron Berisha

-> Fushë Kosova

Nasim Kastrati

-> Kamenica

Imer Luzha

-> Kaqanik

Agim Nreci

-> Prishtina

Nexhmi Hyseni -> Podujeva
Visar GërvallaHolland KAAS -> Prishtina

2015
Njazi Zeneli

-> Deçan

Remzi Shala

-> Peja

Afrim Berisha

-> Podujeva

OJQ “Dafina”

-> Rahovec
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The import of agricultural products during 2010-2015 period

YEARS

RED MEAT

CHICKEN MEAT

MILK

FLOUR

2010

15,748,214.10 €

26,694,250.25 €

9,628,710.64 €

9,151,508.75 €

2011

16,600,081.00 €

34,047,688.14 €

10,272,854.99 €

9,500,636.52 €

2012

13,707,159.90 €

35,908,621.01 €

11,309,373.28 €

13,586,202.15 €

2013

16,023,193.43 €

39,227,589.34 €

11,707,399.37 €

11,613,695.96 €

2014

21,404,556.67 €

38,832,105.19 €

14,223,354.60 €

13,037,599.21 €

2015

21,547,211.20 €

37,375,982.94 €

15,735,030.21 €

14,064,824.86 €

a grant from this ministry for a period of three
years.
Nexhmi Hyseni from the Municipality of
Peja in 2013 got a grant from the Ministry
of Agriculture to purchase a tractor and other equipment. He returned from Germany in
order to open a farm in his birthplace, but he
says he is very disappointed.
In 2014 a commission visited him and found
that the equipment Hyseni purchased exceeded the amounts set in the price list, and thus
he was panelized. He says this is the mistake
of the ministry and that he did not manipulate
with the price of the tractor.
Hyseni is one of the farmers included in the
black list and he has no right to get a grant for
three years.
He is also under investigation. Although
the ministry sent his case to the police, Hyseni believes an injustice was done to him, and
he believes that the policy of this ministry to
punish the most devoted farmers is unfair. It
has been three years since he got the subsidy
for 70 dairy cows.
Hyseni keeps his cows and calves in very
poor conditions, and some of his improvised
stalls are roofless.
The irregularities concerning prices when
allocating grants for tractors were also found
by the Office of the Auditor General.
“According to the Administrative Instruction for grants farmers should submit 3 offers
from economic operators and AZHB approves
the offer with the lowest price. However,
AZHB approved offers from the same economic operators for same tractors (Tumosan
77) but with different prices varying between
32,000 and 51,900 euros ’, says in the audit
report.

T he Ministry: Huge
investments do not
decrease the import
of agricultural
produce
Although in the last five years a lot was
invested in the field of agriculture and husbandry
in general, the import of these products did not
drop; on the contrary, it was increased for several
products. This is also confirmed by Kosovo
Customs.
According to these data there was a 3
million euros decrease of red meat import in
2012 compared to 2011 when the import was
16,600,081.00 euros. In the next years, in
2013, 2014, and 2015 the import marked a
progressive increase reaching more than 21,5
million euros in 2015. According to a report of
the Ministry of Agriculture regarding the meat
market, Kosovo manages to meet 69.8 percent
of domestic market demands for red meat, while
it continues to import around 30 percent of meat
and its products to meet domestic demands. The
export, according to this report, is very low.
There was no decrease in the import of
chicken. The import of this product has in fact
marked a progressive increase.
Even though many grants were allocated for
the construction of stalls and many subsidies
were given in the field of husbandry, surprisingly
enough, there is no decrease of import of milk
and dairy products.
According to the data provided by the
Customs, there was an annual increase of import
of milk, and that from 9,628,710.00 euros in

2010 to 15,735,030.00 euros in 2015.
There was also an increase in the import of
apples from 3,407,858.00 euros to 4,921,111.00
euros in 2015. According to the official MBPZHR
data, it is estimated that the domestic market
covers around 53 percent of apple demand while
the rest is covered from the import.
The only decrease of import concerns wheat.
If we compare the year 2010 with 2015, we can
notice more than 60 percent of decrease in the
import of wheat. Although there has been less
import of wheat, the import of flour marked an
increase, and that from 9,151,508.00 euros in
2010 to 14,064,824.00 euros in 2015.

T he Ministry: Why
the millions of
the ministry are
not apparent and
tangible?
Although millions of euros were dedicated
to farmers, the Federation of Kosovo Farmer
Unions (FSBK) and agriculture experts say that
the situation has not changed for better. They
list a number of factors for this situation, such
as the fact that the assistance was not given
to right people. They say that the grants were
given to party militants, people with influence
and businessmen linked to parties running the
government.
Tahir Tahiri, head of FSBK, says that grants
are given more often to those who give bribes.
He heard this type of complaints in his meetings
with farmers.

“There are certain people who do field visits and give guarantees to certain people that
they will get a grant. For this they ask 10 to 15
percent of the total amount of the grant to be
allocated to the farmer”, says Tahiri.
Also, according to him, officials who work
in the ministry give grants to their relatives, and
here we are talking about more than one grant,
during three to four consecutive years.
“We know who they are, and we are ready to
give information to the Ministry of Agriculture,
but they refuse such a thing”, he says.
The state, according to him, did not create
an appropriate environment so that the farmers
may have lots of benefits from this money which
goes to agriculture. “We see the problems faced
by milk producers; there are own investments,
but also many international investments have
been made, but their production was handicapped by the unfair competition of import”,
he says. The professor of the Faculty of Agriculture, Imer Rusinovci, shares a very similar opinion. Agricultural production, according to him,
should be stimulated using incentives – either in
the form of investment grants or through direct
payments (subsidies), different premiums etc.,
but there should be a higher level of monitoring
conducted by executive mechanisms.
“If those are abused, not only the result will
not be tangible but the situation will get even
worse”, he says.
According to Rusinovci, the incentives
should change and be in line with the EU trends
for certain agricultural products, not only in
terms quantity but also in terms of quality.
“There is no logic to invest and not get a
better result compared to previous situation,
since in many agricultural produce we face a
regressive trend”, he says.

